
DRAFT 

BRUSH Meeting December 8, 2021 via Zoom 

In Attendance: 

Linda Harding – Chair (GSU), Jennifer Horsley – Secretary (UPCE), , Richard May (UHEW), Monique 
Bakkar (UHEW), Terry Neal (UNDE), See Hon Soon (UNE), Tracy Arrowsmith (UTE), Todd Smith (AGRU), 
Harmel Guram (CIU), Christine Austin (AGRU), Kim Tenhunen (UHEW), Karen Sutton (CIU), Heather 
Vaughn(CEIU), Nha Le Diep (UHEW), Leanne Hughes (CIU), Ernest Hooker (UCTE), Evert Ryland(Staff) 

Regrets: Ann Marie Friesen (UHEW) 

Meeting called to order at: 6:03 PM  

AGENDA 

1. Roll call 

2. Territorial Acknowledgement 

3. Moment of Silence for Workers Killed and Injured on the Job 

4. Accepting the Agenda 

5. Review Previous Minutes October 14, 2021) 

6. Treasurer’s Report  

7. Business Arising  

8. New Business 

§ Volunteer Auditor's to be selected before AGM 
- Auditing & signatures may be done electronically 

§ Equity Conference - Reporting/De-Briefing 
§ 1) Misc. Members may share experience & knowledge gained  
§ 2) Consider any future Committee attention to Access issues 

§ Learning Features - Future BRUSH Meetings 
§ Sometime after the AGM 

§ Learning Opportunities – For BRUSH Committee Members 
§ Members:     What you would like to see featured? 

§ BC Fed Meetings 
§ Report on Lobbying Effort in November 2021 to BC Gov't 

9. Round Table 

10. Next Meeting 

11. Adjournment 

 



Roll Call  

Member roll call, PSAC Staff Member Evert Ryland. 

Territorial Acknowledgement: 

Linda opened the meeting by recognized that this meeting was taking place on many unceded 
indigenous territories of British Columbia and that she personally was coming to the meeting from the 
territories of the Squamish, Musqueam and Tsliel Waututh peoples. Linda asked the members of the 
committee in attendance to reflect on the territories that they are taking the meeting from. 

Moment of Silence for Workers Killed and Injured on the Job: 

Linda asked for the members of the committee to take a moment of silence for workers who have been 
killed and injured on the job.  

Accepting the Agenda (M/S/C) Tracy/Karen 

Linda noted that there was no guest speaker scheduled and asked if there were any additions to the 
agenda.  

Review Previous Minutes (October 14, 2021) (M/S/C) Richard/Karen 

Not sure if any changes were discussed. 

Treasurer’s Report: (M/S/C) Tracy/Monique 

Tracy noted that she had not yet been able to access the November bank statement, but that there had 
been no spending. The Region had not dispersed the annual funding to the committee because the bank 
balance was still high due to the lack of spending over the past 2 years. Spending had been suspended 
by the lack of staff available to receive swag items that we had planned on ordering due to the PSAC 
office still being closed.  

After the report, Monique expressed that she was surprised that we didn’t receive any funding, but 
Linda responded that she had had an explanation in writing from the REVP’s office. Christine asked what 
the committee members can put forward as requests for funding, Linda responded that members can 
be reimbursed for approved Health & Safety courses that they take outside of PSAC offerings, for 
example from the CLC Winter School or from the BCFed Health & Safety Centre. Someone asked if that 
was in the committee terms of reference, which a link was placed in the chat for. The 2021 Budget was 
also looked at, Richard noted that there was nothing under projects last year, and that we may want to 
consider putting something in the 2022 budget. Linda asked that if anyone has any ideas for projects, 
please send them to herself and Evert and be specific so that we can add it to our funding proposal. 

Business Arising: 

Linda asked if Kim could send her question to her regarding working in hot temperatures as it was not 
captured in the previous minutes. Kim responded that she had sent her document on the National Joint 
Council’s work on Working in Hot Temperatures to Evert. Evert said he would share it in the spring of 
2022 before the hot weather hits.  

 



New Business: 

Volunteer Auditors: 

Tracy requested that 2 members of BRUSH who are not members of the executive would volunteer to 
audit the committee’s books. She noted that there were only 3 transactions for the year, so it shouldn’t 
be too time consuming. Monique Bakker & Richard May put their names forward. Tracy will email the 
financial information to both of them and they can sign off individually. 

At this time to set a timeline for the audit, the date for the AGM was selected, Wednesday, February 
16th, 2022. 

Equity Conferences and training/learning opportunities discussion: 

Linda started by asking if anyone who attended the conferences had any comments on the workshops 
that were offered at the National Equity Conferences and if there were any opportunities to bring 
materials to the BRUSH Committee for learning features during BRUSH meetings. 

Kim and Linda said that they had both attended a workshop on the Accessibility Act. They were both 
surprised with all the technical difficulties that were still ongoing after all of the Regional Conventions, 
Component Conventions and Conferences that had occurred before this Conference.  

Karen told the committee that she had facilitated a workshop on Anti-Indigenous Racism and the 
MMIW. She noted that she had been disappointed that only 1 resolution had gone through the 
Indigenous Caucus to be voted on even though she felt that there were others that touched on 
Indigenous matters. They did have some emergency resolutions come up for debate though. She agreed 
with Linda and Kim that the accessibility issues were disappointing given how many previous 
conventions and conferences had already experienced these.  

Tracy felt that it would have been beneficial for different equity groups to attend workshops from other 
caucuses. She had attended “Defending Disability Rights in the Workplace” workshop and felt it was a 
good workshop. Had good refreshers, fresh resources. Some of her takeaways were that more 
accommodations are needed but are less likely to be met and that mental illness is misunderstood in 
workplace accommodation, the employer often doesn’t know what to do and it is a health & safety 
issue. She was overall pleased with the conference, but would have liked more time to interact with 
other attendees. 

Linda moved the discussion on to talking about putting learning components into our BRUSH meetings. 

Linda asked Tracy if she had any resources from the workshop that she had attended, Tracy responded 
that she would email them. Linda mentioned that we do have money set aside in the budget for people 
to take courses from for example the BCFed, that if someone wants to utilize those funds they would 
need to put forward a proposal in writing to be discussed at a BRUSH meeting, ie can’t be a last minute 
request. This is not meant to circumvent the employer’s responsibility to provide Health & Safety 
training, but to allow committee members to pursue further training or something of particular interest 
to them. 

Karen mentioned that she had also attended the PSAC BC Activists Summit the weekend previous to this 
meeting and participated in workshops. There had been an Occupational Health & Safety workshop 



offered, and even as an experienced H&S activist she had found it overwhelming and that she felt bad 
for anyone new to it. She felt that it was a lot of information for one day. She hopes that workshop 
feedback will be shared with Linda as Chair of BRUSH. The learning opportunities were great, but she 
felt that the facilitators need to know their audience and the varied experience in the room. 

Monique mentioned that she had taken the BCFed Advanced Duty to Accommodate and wanted to let 
people know that it is a very good course, it shows you how to think outside of the box and find new 
ways of thinking.  

Jen asked Karen if she thought that dividing the workshop into basic and advanced would have been 
better, Karen answered in the affirmative, it would have allowed for the material to be covered more 
efficiently and be less overwhelming. 

Linda noted that Union School has been put forward for next fall education schedule and that she would 
push from the Education Committee of Regional Council to be Advanced Health & Safety. 

BCFed Meetings: 

Linda reported that it had been a busy few weeks. She and Evert had participated in the virtual lobby of 
Parliament, both had participated as note takers. It had been decided that they would only be lobbying 
NDP members this year. There had been a vote in Parliament on one of the lobby days, which had 
interrupted the lobby a bit. The lobby topics this year had been on Asbestos, which was highlighted as a 
high priority and the need for Psychological Injury Language in Workers’ Compensation. The asbestos 
lobby focused on asbestos being brought in from off-shore as it is no longer used in domestic 
manufacturing. Highlights on cheaper brands that may have asbestos and also that there is still a lot of 
asbestos in our homes and any construction before 1990. Jen noted that this is a particular issue for 
asbestos removal companies and that there needs to be legislation around PPE and standards for 
worker training, her brother had worked briefly in this industry. Monique noted that there had been 
issues around contracting out asbestos removal for the coast guard. There aren’t regulations around 
this. Progressive chest x-rays for exposure should be taken so that WCB covers progressive disease.  

Round Table: 

Linda started off by mentioning that the CLC Winter School would be held in Harrison in limited capacity 
from February 13-18. Someone mentioned that as of last night there were only 2 spots left. Linda 
highlighted the three health & safety related courses that were being offered:  

Building Mentally Healthy Workplaces 

Health & Safety Level 1 

Mental Health First Aid 

She also mentioned that subsidies are available to attend the Winter School through the PSAC BC 
Education Committee.  

Linda then started going around the “table” 

Richard mentioned that his Regional OSH Committee work is moving forward, but that they are still 
encountering issues around management not meeting the Policy Committee requirements. 



Terry said thanks for having him attend this meeting. He mentioned that he had taken on the role of 
Safety Officer because the Confined Workplace Policy in his workplace is a mess, he has 35 years health 
& safety experience in building trades and paper mill. 

Harmel noted that at his workplace the teleworkers are starting to return to the worksite. He is aware of 
people who are not in tune with OHS issues that have evolved in the workplace over the pandemic. He 
feels that there is a gap that needs to be addressed in order to avoid conflict in the workplace, and those 
that aren’t aware of evolution of issues should be given the benefit of the doubt until they can be made 
aware of the changes.  

Christine said that orientation sessions (are? Should be?) held as people return to worksites to alleviate 
anxiety. The accommodation around vaccine attestations are being reviewed at quarterly meetings 
which are finishing up this month.  

Todd mentioned that he was recently appointed to the CFIA National OSH Committee. They are 
currently going through the tools for Workplace Violence. 

Tracy said that her workplace CRA is not currently working on returning to worksites, that 60 days notice 
has not been given but that the OSH committee will be heavily involved in assessing the workplace once 
that process starts. Their deadline for Vaccine Attestations was on November 26 and that as of next 
Monday (Dec 13), members would be placed on administrative leave. The initial steps leading up to this 
were to offer vaccine information sessions to those who had not been vaccinated or only had one dose. 
Tracy had also recently attended her Component (UTE) OSH Conference, which seemed to be a lot of 
talking at participants, not a lot of interaction. Some of the highlights were on mental health issues and 
recognizing symptoms, they had been able to attend a one day (8 hour) Mental Health First Aid session. 
She felt this would be helpful for stewards. Also a workshop on Domestic Violence in the Workplace 
which might be a good topic for a future BRUSH meeting.  

Monique asked about how employers are making decisions on return to workplace timelines, the 
differences between departments. She further asked when do the number of COVID cases in your area 
become a part of determining the percentage of occupancy in worksites.  

Richard responded that DFO has been working on this for months and developing SWP(s). His 
understanding is that it starts as a National discussion and then is brought down to the regions for 
further discussion. As far as he knows, 30 days’ notice has not been given for return to occupancy.  

Monique responded that she had been told that 30 days’ notice had been given, but Richard said that he 
had attended a UMCC that morning and it had not been given to the union as yet. 

Todd said the process was similar in CFIA and Linda responded that it was similar in her department. 

See How Soon works for SSO and they had been asked to drop off letters for Stats Can respondents in 
the evening rather than the morning. The membership is not happy with this directive as it is felt that it 
is a more dangerous time to be performing that part of their work – in the dark, snow/weather, harder 
to find an address, particularly if it is a basement suite or isolated location. Their supervisor has 
expressed concerns at this directive and supports them being able to drop off letters on weekends or 
weekdays during the day. Another concern is that lunch period is only 30 minutes and they need to 



report the time. Previously they had been free to take lunch whenever, but the reporting and set time 
period/shift is problematic.  

Kim did not have anything for round table. 

Karen said that she had recently attended an online Domestic Violence training session through the 
PSAC Ontario region. It was a Zoom workshop. There had been an indigenous elder present, there had 
been candid, compassionate and passionate conversations. There had been some concerns around 
holding this workshop online, but she felt that they had been addressed, and encouraged the BC Region 
to look at holding this course as well. 

Karen also thanked Harmel & Leanne for their assistance with the issues she brought forward at the last 
meeting. 

Nha Le – noted that they were not aware of a return to work date for their department. Some 
colleagues had been asked not to return because of their vaccination status. Members are still required 
to receive approval ahead of entering a worksite. 

Leanne had been notified that building capacities had been done away with for both multi-use and 
single-use buildings. She had been told that a hybrid system would be starting January 10, 2022. Also, 
she had asked her RDG about booster requirements but it is not even on the employer’s radar yet. 

Ernest reflected that it sounds like we are doing a lot for the employers and it is good for our members, 
but we need to force them to take care of their own responsibilities. 

Jen noted that her H&S Committee had been working on re-mapping fire exits and fire extinguishers, 
that rapid testing for the un/under vaccinated would be ending on January 7th and leave without pay 
would be starting for those who have not attested on January 10. There had been an announcement 
about a possible return to in-person training and team meetings and guidelines were forthcoming. 

Linda mentioned that she had attended the Equity Conference but had not been able to attend the 
Activists Summit because she had had surgery. Her department was not going back yet, had not heard 
anything about changing capacity limits, but she also had not had any updates in the past weeks. She 
would be attending Regional OSH and UMC meetings over the upcoming week. 

NEXT MEETING: 

February 16th, 2022 (AGM) 6 PM 

Jen made note that because she forsees this being a very busy year, she will not be re-offering for the 
Secretary position. Monique asked if we would be reviewing the committee Terms of Reference at the 
AGM.  

Adjourned 7:41 pm 


